Kum & Go and RangeMe Partner to Lead Convenience Innovation
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SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 25, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- Rapidly growing convenience retailer, Kum & Go, announced a new technology partnership with RangeMe, the industry standard sourcing platform for product suppliers and retailers, to drive new product discovery and innovation at the shelf.

For 60 years, Kum & Go has been dedicated to the communities it serves, sharing 10 percent of its profits with charitable causes. For four generations the family-owned convenience store retailer has focused on providing exceptional service and delivering more than customers expect. "Our customers are striving to feel and do better every day," said Stephanie Poitry, Kum & Go Senior Category Manager. "We are continually evaluating our assortment to ensure we are offering the products that are keeping up with our customer's evolving wants and needs. Our partnership with RangeMe is an exciting step forward on our journey to make healthy food convenient for everyone."

Access to healthy, convenient, and affordable food and beverages is an important part of Kum & Go's ethos. By turning to technology to help scale their product offerings, they are able to play a
role as true innovators in the market, especially today when convenience is needed more than ever.

"Kum & Go's commitment to the well-being not just of their community but also to the planet is true leadership in action," says Nicky Jackson, CEO of RangeMe. "And that type of proactive leadership that is critical to success with the RangeMe platform, and will help them determine the ideal new products to bring into their stores."

In partnership with RangeMe, Kum & Go will leverage access to more than 175,000 suppliers, which means an increased opportunity to find those products that speak to their consumers' needs. Using selective and specific search criteria, Kum & Go will be able to connect with suppliers that can provide products that consumers want, and will keep them coming back to one of the retailer's 400 stores. Kum & Go prides itself on making its consumers' days better today and tomorrow and makes decisions based on how they will ultimately affect the people who live and work in the communities they serve and the effect those decisions will have on the planet.

"Kum & Go is dedicated to pleasing customers through its product mix of original and high-quality items," Jackson says. "And RangeMe is here to help make the process of finding and perfecting that mix easier for everyone."

About Kum & Go, L.C.
For 60 years, Kum & Go has been dedicated to the communities it serves, sharing 10 percent of its profits with charitable causes. For four generations the family-owned convenience store retailer has focused on providing exceptional service and delivering more than customers expect. Established in Hampton, Iowa, in 1959, the chain has since grown to employ 5,000 associates in 400 stores across 11 states (Iowa, Arkansas, Colorado, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota and Wyoming).

About RangeMe
RangeMe, an ECRM company, is the leading online platform that streamlines new product discovery between suppliers and retailers. The platform empowers retail buyers to efficiently discover innovative and emerging products, while streamlining the inbound product submission process. For product suppliers, RangeMe enables them to grow their retail relationships with a platform that gives them the tools to manage their products, market their brand, and build awareness. Now integrated into the ECRM product offering, RangeMe adds increased breadth and depth to the industry's most complete sourcing solution for top retailers and product suppliers in the US.
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